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ABSTRACT 
 
Clustering is the unsupervised learning based grouping of 
data points based on the similarity between them. Traditional 
clustering algorithms work well with datasets which have 
globular/spherical shape. When it comes to non-spherical 
shaped clusters, they may divide large clusters into small 
clusters or merge two clusters. 
 
CURE(Clustering using REpresentatives) clustering 
algorithm overcomes the limitations of traditional clustering 
algorithms for clustering non-globular shaped clusters. 
CURE algorithm chooses random points as representative 
points from each cluster and shrinks them towards the 
centroid of the clusters. The problem arises when data sets do 
not have a centroid tendency. To resolve this issue, we 
propose an improved CURE algorithm, where instead of 
shrinking of representative points, the shared neighbours 
between the points have been used to form clusters. The 
representative points which share the same neighbourhood 
are put together in the same clusters. This allows generating 
clusters of non-globular shaped clusters. Our neighbourhood 
based clustering does not get affected by the shape of the 
clusters. Experimental results of our work demonstrate that 
CURE clustering using shared nearest neighbours has better 
performance than CURE.  
 
Key words : Clustering, Nearest neighbours, Random 
sampling, Representative points, Shared nearest neighbour 
graph, Similarity matrix. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An enormous amount of data is generating continuously from 
various resources like corporate databases and world wide 
web day by day[1]. Handling and analysis of such large data is 
a complex task. Data mining is a process of Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases(KDD) which is used to find 
underlying, previously unknown and potentially beneficial 
information which is hidden in the data. 
 

 
 

Clustering is unsupervised learning as the dataset is not 
categorized into any class[2]. This is done in such a way that 
for a cluster, the objects belongs to it are more similar to each 
other than to objects which belong to the other clusters. CURE 
is a hierarchical clustering algorithm which is very useful for 
datasets of large size[3]. It is insensitive to outliers and noise. 
CURE is capable of identifying the non-globular shaped 
clusters. For globular clusters, CURE follows a middle path 
between centroid based and all-point based algorithms. In 
centroid based technique, a centroid data point is used for 
labelling the cluster[4]. But, as a single data point cannot 
define the cluster properly, this method fails to identify an 
arbitrarily shaped cluster. In contrast, in all-point based 
method every data point is considered for clustering, due to 
which this method is very sensitive towards the outliers and 
noise data points. 
 
To surpass the limitations of both methods, CURE acquire a 
compromise method between these two methods. For this, 
CURE chooses some well-scattered representative data points 
initially to describe the clusters. The representative points are 
selected from the whole dataset randomly. These 
representative points are then shrunk in the direction of the 
centroid of the cluster. The shrinking of representative points 
reduces the adverse effects of outliers and makes CURE 
insensitive to outliers and noises. 
 
The shrinking of representative points towards the centroid 
shows that CURE has a hidden assumption of clusters to be 
spherical or elliptical[5]. This shrinking of representative 
points will not allow CURE to capture the shape of clusters 
which are not spherical and elliptical. 
 
To mitigate this problem, in this work, an improved CURE 
algorithm has been proposed which instead of shrinking of 
representative points, uses the shared nearest neighbours of 
data points to form clusters. As the neighbourhood of a data 
point does not have any relation with the shape of the cluster, 
our proposed algorithm is capable of identifying the clusters 
of arbitrary shapes. Further, as an outlier is far away from the 
other data points, it does not share the neighbourhood with 
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other points. This allows the CURE with Shared Nearest 
neighbour(SNN) to identify the outliers efficiently. 
 
By analysing the time and space efficiency, sensitivity to 
parameters and quality of clustering, we calculated that 
improved CURE with SNN has the time and space efficiency 
similar to CURE. It requires very few initialisation 
parameters and is less sensitive towards the chosen value of 
parameters. 
 
The remaining paper is categorized as follows: In Section 2, it 
contains the overview of work done related to clustering by 
various algorithms, section 3, contains the overview of CURE 
algorithm and its drawbacks. In section 4 the summarization 
of the working of our proposed algorithm is done. 
Experimental analysis of our CURE using SNN is given in 
section 5. Finally, the conclusion of our work and the 
summarization of our algorithm are stated in section 6. 

2. RELATED WORK 
To handle large data, it is categorized or classified into a set of 
group, partitions or clusters. Clustering is an unsupervised 
learning technique in which the dataset available does not 
contain predefined class labels. 
 
Traditional clustering algorithms are categorized into 
partitional based, hierarchical based and density based 
algorithms. The partitional algorithms are either centroid 
based or medoid based[6]. It uses the sum of the square error 
to generate the clusters. k-means works well for spherical 
shape clusters but for clusters of varying size and densities, 
k-means does not identify clusters accurately. Also, it is 
difficult for k-means to handle noisy data and outliers. 
 
Hierarchical clustering algorithms follow a hierarchy in the 
clustering. It has a core idea that the data points near to each 
other are more alike to each other than the data points at a 
farther distance. BIRCH hierarchical algorithm can extent 
while handling voluminous data. It is robust against noise and 
outliers. But BIRCH is not able to deal with clusters of 
non-globular shapes as to decide the boundaries of clusters, it 
uses the principle of diameter measure[7]. ROCK works well 
for increased in dimensionality[8]. For categorical attributes, 
it uses links between a pair of data points for proximity 
measurement between them. ROCK cannot accurately define 
the clusters of different size and shapes. CURE[3] is discussed 
in the next section briefly, which can identify non-globular 

shaped clusters. It is very less sensitive towards outliers and 
noise. CHAMELEON[9] has more power for determining 
arbitrary shaped clusters of high quality then CURE and 
BIRCH. Although, the running time required to it is more 
than CURE and BIRCH. In the hierarchical clustering 
algorithm, after each merge operation, it cannot be undone. 
This impacts the globular optimization of the generation of 
clusters. 
 
The density based algorithms efficiently identify clusters of 
arbitrary shape and efficient to handle noise better than 
hierarchical and partitioning algorithms. But the efficiency of 
the algorithm decreases on increasing the dimensionality. 
DBSCAN[10] gives excellent results against noise, but it 
targets low dimensional spatial data. Also, the quality of the 
clusters decreases if the clusters are of varying densities. 
DENCLUE[11] is based on the concept of density and hill 
climbing. This algorithm is capable to identify and converge 
clusters of unpredictable shapes but, it is sensitive towards the 
input parameters. Also, for high dimensional data, it suffers 
from the curse of dimensionality. 

3. CURE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM[3] 
CURE(Clustering Using REpresentatives) is a hierarchical 
clustering algorithm which follows an intermediate scheme 
from centroid based and all-point based. Figure 1 shows the 
flow of the CURE algorithm. Rather than using a single 
centroid or all-points, it chooses a predetermined number of 
representative points to represent the cluster. From all the 
data points, it chooses randomly scattered points. These 
scattered points are then shrunk in the direction of the mean 
of the cluster to form the partial clusters of the dataset. CURE 
is more robust towards the outliers as shrinking of the outlier 
towards the mean is typically larger than other data points. So 
CURE identifies outliers more efficiently. 
 
The synopsis of  the CURE algorithm is given below: 

1. The dataset of size N and the expected number of clusters 
k are given as input. 

2. Randomly choose representative points from the input 
data and shrunk them towards the centroid to form the 
partial clusters. 

3. Merge the two clusters which are at the minimum 
distance.  Randomly choose the new representative 
points for the merged cluster. 

 
Figure 1: Flow diagram of CURE Algorithm[3]
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4. If the desired number of clusters are generated or there is 
no cluster is being merged, the algorithm stops. 
Otherwise, repeat step 3. 
 

For a database of large size, CURE applies random sampling 
and partitioning methods. Firstly, a random sample is chosen 
from the dataset that fits in the main memory. To speed up the 
execution time, the partitions of the random sample is done. 
 
All the partitions are partially clustered simultaneously to 
reduce the execution time. After the generation of clusters of 
the random sample, the remaining data points of the dataset 
are clustered by calculating their distance from the 
representative points of the clusters of the random sample. 
 
The clusters generated by CURE are mainly depended on the 
representative point. Multiple representative points conquer 
the shapes and extend of the cluster. It allows CURE to 

discover the non-globular clusters. The shrinking of scattered 
points towards the centroid of the cluster by fraction α 
diminishes the impact of outliers. The fraction α lies from 0 to 
1. For α=1, CURE becomes similar to the centroid based 
approach, whereas, for α=0, it reduces to all point based 
approach. To handle outliers, CURE assumes that outliers are 
at the farthest distance from the centroid, so the shrinking of 
representative points forms clusters of good quality by 
eliminating the outliers. It enables CURE to accurately 
determine the clusters in figure 2(a). But for arbitrary shape 
clusters, this is not always confirmed. For such clusters, the 
shrinking of representative points not only place the outlier in 
a cluster, but it also split the cluster by identifying the data 
point at a farther distance as an outlier. Thus, this shrinking 
operation consequence in many issues in handling some 
specifically shaped clusters, as illustrated in figure 2(b-c). 

 

       
2(a): Clusters of Dataset 1                   2(b): Clusters of Dataset 2 

 
2(c): Clusters of Dataset 3 

Figure 2: Resultant clusters of datasets generated by Cure algorithm 
 

4.  CURE WITH SNN 
In CURE algorithm, the representative points shrink towards 
the centroid to form the clusters. But, for clusters of 
non-globular shapes, shrinking of the representative points 
towards the centroid is not appropriate. It shows that CURE 
somehow has hidden assumption that the clusters have 
centroid so they are spherical. To overcome this limitation, 
we proposed to cluster the data using shared nearest 
neighbour graph which is not centroid based. The flow of 
CURE algorithm with SNN is shown in figure 3 which shows 
all the modules of our work. 

 
Cure with SNN is more efficient than CURE algorithm as it 
can identify the clusters which cannot be identified by CURE 
correctly as shown in figure 4(b) and 4(c). The shrinking of 
representative points towards the centroid of the cluster of 
CURE algorithm results in many problems to deal with such 
shape clusters. Whereas, in our proposed work, the data 
points are clustered based on their neighbourhood, which 
allows Cure with SNN to identify arbitrary shaped clusters 
more efficiently. 
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Figure 3:Flow diagram of CURE with SNN 

 
Initially, for each data point from the random sample, for each 
pair of data points, the distance between them is calculated to 
find the p nearest neighbours of each point. For each data 
point, the shared nearest neighbours are calculated from all 
data points from their neighbours to generate SNN graph. In 
the SNN graph, the links between data points which shares 
neighbours less than the threshold are removed. The data 
points which are linked are merged into one cluster as they 
share neighbours more than the threshold. This allows 
clustering of the data points without getting affected by the 
shape of clusters. Once the pre-clusters are generated from the 
SNN graph, to generate the required number of clusters, the 
pre-clusters are merged. The merging of the clusters is based 
on the distance between them. For each pre-cluster, 
representative points are selected randomly. The minimum 
distance between the representative points is considered as the 
distance between two clusters. The clusters at the minimal 
distance are merged to make a bigger cluster. The merging of 
clusters continues until the required number of clusters are 
formed. 
 
The labelling of disk data in Cure with SNN is similar to 
CURE algorithm. As the k clusters are generated from the 
random sample, rep_point representative points are selected 
from each cluster for the labelling of remaining dataset. For 
each data point, its distance is evaluated from the 
representative points of clusters. The data point is allocated to 
the clusters which contain the representative point which is at 
the minimum distance from the data point. 
 
4.1 Algorithm 
Input: random sample s, required number of clusters k 
Output: k clusters of random sample 

n=size of random sample 
p=number of nearest neighbours 
knn_val=threshold for shared nearest neighbours 
m=number of pre-clusters 
rep_point=representative points 
START 
for i=0 to n  do   (*Compute distance between each pair 
of data point*) 
    for j=i+1 to n  do 
        dij=∑|xi-xj|2; 

for i=0 to n  do   (*Find p most similar data points for 
each point*) 
    while (data point in knn_listi) !=p do 
        for j=i+1 to n  do 
            knn_listi=min(dij); 
for i=0 to n  do 
    for j=i+1 to n  do 
        SNNGraphij= knn_listi∩knn_listj ((*SNNGraph 
containing shared nearest neighbours between points*) 
if  SNNGraphij<knn_val do 
    SNNGraphij=0;   (*Filter the edges of SNNGraph less 
than threshold*) 
else 
    pre_clusteri=insert(pointj) AND 
pre_clusterj=insert(pointi); (*Insert the data points in 
pre-clusters*) 
#Generation of k clusters from Pre-clusters 
while (m>k) do 
    for each i € pre_cluster do 
        pi=rep_points(pre_clusteri);  (*Choose rep_point 
representative points from each cluster*) 
    for each pair of cluster compute do 
        distij=cluster_distance(pi,pj); (*minimum distance 
between each pair of clusters*) 
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 distance=mini(distij);  (*u,v clusters at minimum 
distance*) 
    u=i 
    v=j 
    merge(pre_clusteru,pre_clusterj); (*Merge clusters at 
minimum distance*) 
(*end of while*) 
END 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
For testing the proposed algorithm, Python has been used to 
implement the algorithm and verifying the effects and results. 
The experiment hardware platform used: CPU is Intel(R) 
Pentium(R) CPU 1.06GHz, memory is 2GB; the operating 
system is Windows 8.1 Pro. 
 
We have used Euclidean distance as the distance metric for all 
of our experiments. The results of our work for different 
datasets are shown in figure 4. It shows the clusters generated 
by CURE with SNN from various datasets. 
 
5.1 Datasets 
We performed experiments with four datasets. Here we are 
reporting three datasets. The attributes of the datasets are 
shown in table 1. Dataset 1 contains 8000 data points with 3 
features. It consists of four blobs shaped clusters. This dataset 
contains 10% noise data points of the whole dataset. Dataset 2 
contains two moons one partly “inserted” in the other. This 
dataset includes 8% noise data points of the whole dataset. 
Dataset 3 consists of two circles with the same centres. This 

dataset includes 10% noise data points of the whole dataset. 
Experimental outcomes show that our proposed method 
clusters these datasets correctly. The clusters of dataset 1 are 
shown in figure 4(a). The output of our work for dataset 2 is 
presented in figure 4(b). And, the clusters of dataset 3 are 
shown in figure 4(c). The CURE clustering algorithm with 
shared nearest neighbours clusters the datasets very 
efficiently. 
 

Table 1: Details of datasets 

Datasets Data 
points 

Noise 
points(in % 
of the whole 

dataset) 

Structure of 
Clusters 

Number 
of 

Clusters 

Dataset 1 8000 10 Blobs 4 

Dataset 2 5000 8 Moons 2 

Dataset 3 5000 10 Concentric 
Circles 2 

 
5.2 Sensitivity to parameters 
In this subdivision, we analyze for all the parameters of our 
algorithm which are s, p, knn_val, rep_point. 
 random sample, s: We performed our experiment with 

different sample size starting from 100 to 1000. We 
found that for sample size less than 500, the quality of 
clusters is not good as the small sample does not 
acquire the geometry of the whole dataset. However, for 
s of size 500 and above, the clusters are identified 
correctly. 

 

         
4(a): Clusters of Dataset 3                4(b): Clusters of Dataset 3 

 
4(c): Clusters of Dataset 3 

Figure 4: Resultant clusters of datasets using Cure with SNN
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 Nearest neighbours, p: We have performed our 
algorithm for various values of p. The smallest value 
for which the algorithm clusters the datasets correctly 
varies from 5 to 20. 

 Shared neighbours, knn_val: For the value of knn_val, 
we varied it from  1 to 17. For the value of knn_val less 
than 4, the algorithm takes a long time to find the 
clusters of the random sample. Thus, we conclude that 
4 to 17 is a convenient range of value for knn_val to 
determine non-globular clusters. The time required for 
the clustering decreases as an increase in the value of 
shared neighbours, knn_val. 

The value of knn_val varies with the presence of noise. 
For smaller noise, a high value of knn_val can be used 
to generate clusters faster. But, as the noise increases, 
for a large value of knn_val, the clusters can be merged 
due to noise data point. In such a case, a smaller value 
of knn_val generates the clusters correctly. 

 representative points, rep_point: We ran our algorithm 
by varying the value of rep_point from 1 to 50. For a 
smaller value of rep_point, we found that the quality of 
the clusters suffers. For example, when rep_point is set 
to 7, the points do not acquire the geometry of clusters 
adequately. Although, for the value of rep_point more 
than 22, the algorithm found the correct clusters all the 
time. 

 
In table 2, the range and default values of sensitivity 
parameters are presented. 

 
Table 2: Sensitivity parameters and their values for Cure with 

SNN 

Symbol Meaning 
Default 
Value 

Range 

S 
Size of the random 

sample 
500 500-1000 

P 
nearest neighbour data 

points 
7 6-20 

knn_val Shared neighbour data 
points 

5 4-17 

rep_point representative points 25 22-30 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present an improved CURE clustering 
algorithm using the Shared Nearest Neighbours method, to 
overcome the shortcomings of the CURE algorithm where the 
shrinking of representative points is based on the supposition 
of globular shaped clusters. As contrary to the shrinking of 
representative points towards the centroid of clusters, we 
calculated the distance between the data points of the random 
sample to find out the shared neighbours between the data 
points. Since the data points which shares the neighbours are 

put in a cluster, the data points are clustered better than 
centroid based. This enables the algorithm to identify the 
varying non-globular shaped clusters by adjusting well to 
their geometry. Also, it overcomes the drawbacks of the 
CURE algorithm where shrinking towards the centroid can 
merge two interleaving clusters. From the results of our 
experiment, it is shown that CURE algorithm with Shared 
Nearest Neighbour works well for both globular and 
non-globular shaped clusters efficiently. 
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